Press Release

MANGA BLITZ CELEBRATES ITS TWO YEARS
WITH THE RELEASE OF VOLUME 6
Monaco, February 11, 2022, two years already since Blitz was launched. These
24 months of existence have enable the first manga produced between
Monaco, France and Japan, to grow and acquire a real notoriety, on the level
of manga readers as well as chess players. Associating these two worlds was
a risky bet, but starts being successful with more than 50 000 copies sold, to
date, on the French territory only.
Such an honor, to have had great chess champions support during our focus
week at the Dubai World Expo, where Blitz is present to represent the cultural
diversity of Monaco until March 31, 2022.
> Maxime Vachier-Lagrave, current Blitz World Champion.
> Sophie Milliet, European champion and six-time French champion.
The presence of Blitz in Dubai allowed the author, Cédric Biscay, to share his
feelings and experience with the present public and the personalities.
“I have just returned from the Dubai World Expo where I was able to see the installations dedicated to Blitz in
the Monaco Pavilion. It was really great to play chess with the visitors and participate in such a great
international event. I would like to take this opportunity to also announce that two great personalities from
outside the world of chess will appear in Volume 6."
Release on February 25th
This volume 6 allows us to see our heroes evolve in Kyoto, during the national
tournament and discover more about the intentions from the one who will reveal
himself more and more as the main antagonist of the series.
Some characters hidden personalities are revealed in an unexpected way as
the competition progresses.
The story, as always intense, puts into
perspective all the protagonists, who step
by step see their ambitions merging
towards the same goal. Chess games are
very present in this tome, which makes it
possible to stage them as always, in a
spectacular and ludic way.
Blitz continues to benefit from the expertise
of the famous Garry Kasparov, in order to
give credibility to the manga among players.
A wonderful moment of happiness for all fans of chess and manga.
Discover the trailer of volume 6
Blitz.officiel
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